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Resources :
• Any animal : dogs/cats/calf/horse. (Get the friendliest animals, 

to the orphanage.)
• yes or no board. ( or it can be green or red card)

Love and  
Compassion 
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Objective : 
• To teach love and compassion with animals like 

puppies , kittens, calf, etc
• To stop making people think animals don't have 

feelings 



Introduction : 
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Volunteers need to explain what is love and compassion

(Compassion motivates people to go out of their way to help the physical, mental, or 
emotional pains of another and themselves)

Prerequisite :
• Ask them to give examples of what compassion is. 



Pre assessment 

• Allow them to play with animals 

• Tell them to observe how nice they are.

• Tell them helping people who can't do anything is a great deed.

• They need to be allowed to feed the animal.
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Post Assessment 
Give them the yes or no
board. ( make it fun ) or ask them orally. 

Ask them questions like -
⦁ How was the animal.
⦁ Do they have feelings ?
⦁ Should we help them ?
⦁ should we speak rudely to people or animals ?
⦁ Should we help injured street animals ?
⦁ Should we feed them ?
⦁ should we kick animals ?
⦁ What is the role of a human, do other lives on earth matter ?
⦁ Do we all co exist ?
⦁ Should we hurt animals ?
⦁ Do animals and everyone around us deserve love and compassion ? 
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Guidelines for the Volunteer 

• Teach them that we all co exist and the teacher and it’s our duty to protect other living beings around us.

• Ensure that they only come up with conclusions, teach them through questions, (make it fun and interactive. )

• Teach them that we need to help living beings around us and be selfless
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